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The President’s Corner By Tim Howard

June was a big month for the MVMC, with lots of scheduled activities like the Ault Park
Concours, The Meet and Greet at Brixx Ice Company, 2015 Marietta Miatas, The London
Cobra Show, and the Mid-Ohio Vintage Races.

      Despite some unusually hot and rainy weather, we were fortunate to be able to squeeze these
activities between the rain drops.  There were some close calls, and tense moments but, in the end, we
were able to complete every activity.  I consider that to be a real victory considering the extent of the
unusual weather we had in the Miami Valley this year.  I hope our good luck continues for the remainder
of the year.

     As for me, due to Ed’s farming activities and a mini trip, we discontinued the Thursday Shop days for a
couple of weeks.  That gave me the opportunity to devote some additional time to study and research on
the engine management system of my Monster Miata.  Although I still have a lot to learn, the effort has
definitely paid dividends in terms of knowledge and improved performance.  I have gone from being
reluctant to tinker with the engine to trying different things to see if I can improve it.

     With respect to club activities, during June, the Board decided to go ahead and reserve the New
Carlisle Sportsman’s Club for the 2015 Christmas Party. Pat Gould has again agreed to act as our
sponsor. Now, all we need is someone, or a group of people to organize the event itself.

    Although we do not yet have a specific date, Pat Gould has agreed to sponsor a Funkana during the
month of September.  The event will most likely be held in the parking lot of Quaker Steak and Lube, a
great location.  This is a wonderful addition to our September calendar, and we all thank Pat for
sponsoring this activity.

     It’s also important to thank all of you that have been taking pictures and sending them to Rosemary, I
think it has improved our newsletter, and our club files … keep up the good work.

It is also that time of the year when we must again begin thinking about club leadership for 2016.  I
hope you will all begin to examine your personal situation with an eye toward how much time you have
available for service to the club, and the talents the you bring to the party.  It is crucial to our continued
success to have new people and their fresh  ideas to keep our club relevant.

     Finally, all of the reviews of the 2016 Miata that I have seen have been extremely positive, with
virtually no negative comments.  I can’t wait to see and drive the new model in person.  Although we have
had no new information regarding the US introduction date, we are still hoping for September. If any of
you have new information regarding the introduction, or better yet sign on the dotted line to purchase one,
please let us know.
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Mid-Ohio Vintage Race By: Tim Howard

On Sunday June 28th, at 6:30 am, 9 intrepid voyagers met
Ed Kramer, our leader, at the Bob Evans in Xenia for
breakfast followed by a 128 mile trek up bucolic Route 42 to
Lexington, Ohio for the Annual Vintage Auto Race.  The
weather was a bit cool, 60 degrees but, as forecasted, it was
sunny and nearly perfect when we departed Xenia.
Unfortunately, about 30 miles from the track, it became
overcast, and progressively wetter.  Apparently in Lexington,
they had experienced a heavy rain storm overnight.  Upon
arrival, the track was covered with water, and only a few
brave drivers were racing.  Worse, the infield parking area
where we parked was very wet and muddy.  Fortunately, by
the time we registered for the parade lap and car show, and positioned our chairs to observe the
afternoon’ racing, the clouds parted, wind died, and the sun came out.  The cooler temperatures actually
proved to be a blessing when compared to prior years.  As you can see from the attached pictures, the pit
tour and the racing were both good despite the fact that the weather had curtailed race participants. Club
members that made the trip were as follows: Ed Kramer, Doug Snyder, Tim Howard, Roger Gordon, Dale
Burnside, Tony and Jeanne Zlocki, and Richard and Jeanne Ponziani.
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OUR CLUB SPONSOR

RTHDAY WiSHES TO:

Members with July Birthdays

07/02 Denny Goodrich

07/02 Jack Wilson

07/03 Sara Gruwell

07/04 Darryl Hobbs

07/05 Sam Gruwell

07/07 Berta Loyer

07/09 Dianne Remmers

07/11 Robert Bunch

07/15 Tom George

07/17 Dianne Loughlin

07/17 Donna Bowman

07/17 Linda Burkhardt

07/21 Cheryl Goldstein

07/23 Michelle Bereda

07/25 Fred Remmers

07/25 Walter Helman

07/26 Carole Stafford

07/26 Janet Merrelli

   NO NEW MEMBERS ADDED
  You can help us gain new members.

 Pick up a stack of our MVMC  business cards.  Leave on the windshield
of Miata car owners who do not display a membership sticker.   Invite
them to our next Meet & Greet

Woodward Dream Cruise –Royal Oak, Michigan
Aug 14/15, 2015

Organizer & Lead Car:  Chuck & Pat Valley

Motor Heads/Gear Heads, this is the World’ largest ‘seemingly
never’ending parade of thousands of automobiles from the 20s, 30s,
40s, 50s, 60, 70s through current day and all can be seen in Royal
Oak Michigan on August 15th, 2015.

This is the 20th anniversary of the Woodward Dream Cruise where
classic/special interest/street rods, muscle cars, recently made road
worthy “barn finds” some ‘not yet released to the public’ new cars
shown in vendor displays, and various static car shows are found
throughout this automobile extravaganza!

A second year for the our club, MVMC attended last year and had a
ball!  Food vendors and local restaurants are within walking
distance.

Make your reservation now at the Embassy Suites, 8600 Wickham
Rd, Romulus, Michigan.  [734-728-9200]

Rooms have been blocked for MVMC.  Rate for seniors is $113, US
Gov’, Active Duty, and retired military (show ID) for rate of $109,
AAA rate is $113. These rates include a generous “keep goin’
back ”snack/couple of drinks prior to dinner, and then Saturday a full
(among the best we’ve ever experienced), all-you-can-eat breakfast,
and no tipping since it’ a breakfast buffet!
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RALLY REPORT
by Fred Hoppel

Planning Drives and Activities for 2015

FPHoppel@Aol.com.

Autocross Event at Kil-Kare – Sunday, July 12, 2015

This event is sponsored by the Troy Corvette Club but is open
to all interested participants.
     Registration is at 9:00 AM, Drivers meeting at 10:30 AM,
and the Autocross starts at 11:00 AM. All participants, driver
and passenger must have a 2005 or better approved helmet.
The participant cost is $35 cash for 10 laps on the course.
Spectator admission is free.

Miatas at the Gap (MATG) –
 Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, July 23-26, 2015

    President Tim Howard and Ed Walker have agreed to host
and lead our members to the MATG this year. If you are
interested in participating in this drive, please RSVP (send an
email) to Tim Howard to reserve your spot. The details for this
event are detailed in the flyer sent to you by email by Tim on
Friday, May 15, 2015. A follow up email will be sent to you
later this month.

Dream Cruise Itinerary:

8:00a  Friday Aug 14:  Meet at Bob Evans
1202 S Main Street  Englewood for driver’
meeting

8:30a:  Depart Bob Evans and head up I-75
to Romulus Michigan.  This is estimated to
be a 3 hr, 15 min trip, (193 miles) but plan on
4 hours with a few short stops along the way.
(We can do lunch when we get to the hotel,
but if majority rules, we can stop earlier.)

Option:
After hotel check-in, for those so inclined, we
can head to the Henry Ford Museum (which
is only 16 miles away from our hotel.)
We can spend as long as we like, and stay
together or scatter and meet back at the
hotel by 5:30 for the hotel’ Welcome Event.
Then we can head over to Leonardo’ Italian
Grille (just a mile-long shuttle drive from the
hotel) for delicious lasagna, spaghetti, or any
Italian food you may crave.  ;-)

[Our club dined at Leonardo’ last year -- it
was really good (and) the hotel shuttle takes
you over and back so you can enjoy more
than a few of your favorite drinks from the
hotel bar!]

8:15 am:  Meet downstairs for our breakfast
buffet.  You will love this part as it is very ‘full
breakfast’  (If you’re an early riser, feel free to
dine anytime you’re ready.  I believe they
serve as early as 6:00 am)

9:30a:  Check out of hotel and head over to
Woodward Avenue (details on parking are
being worked as of this writing)

What to bring:  full tank of gas, umbrella (for
rain or hot shine), and lawn chairs
     For additional information surf Woodward
Dream Cruise and/or call Chuck Valley, 937-
608-5251.   Email Chuck at
c.valley@earthlink.net to confirm your plans
to attend, thanks !

Autocross Experience By Chris Vollmer

     I just wanted to write up a little article about my experience
at my first Autocross as a “competitor”

     On June 16th, I drove out to Kil-Kare raceway and signed
up for the Troy Corvette Club’ event.  I had no idea what I was
doing, but after riding in an autocross as a passenger back at
their May event, I knew this was something I had to try.
 After registering and getting a quick tech inspection of my car,
I walked the track with one of the experienced drivers.
     He provided all kinds of tips and advice as we both walked
the course committing each slalom, gate and hairpin to
memory.  My goal for this day was to make sure I didn’t get
lost on the course and to just learn the ropes, so I took his
advice and walked the course a second time to be sure I had
it down.
     The Troy Corvette club did a great job keeping things on
track and they had the first car off at about 11:00.  They split
us into 2 groups with mostly other than Corvettes in the first
group and most of their members making up the second.
     I can’ tell you how exciting it was to pull up to the line for
the first time as I waited for the starter to give me the green
light.

mailto:FPHoppel@Aol.com.
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    Nervously, I gunned the engine, and then I was off.  It didn’t
take long at all to get into 2nd gear and I never shifted again.
The turns came up fast, and before I knew it, 52+ seconds
later, it was suddenly over.
     I didn’t remember making a single turn, but I didn’t get lost or
hit any cones and that’s all I had really hoped for.  What a rush!
One run done and I couldn’t wait for the next.  I made a total of
10 runs, each one steadily improving on my time.
     I closed in on the 50 second mark and in the afternoon runs,
breaking that mark became my goal.  I can’ state enough how
much fun Donna and I had.  Everybody out there was extremely
helpful and friendly.  It was a fantastically exciting day at the
track, that left me wanting more.
      I would like to encourage anybody who has ever thought
about doing Autocross to come on out to Kil-Kare on Sunday,
July 12th for the Troy Corvette Club’ next event.  Registration
starts at 9:00, driver’ meeting at 10:30 and first car off at 11:00.

Admission to the raceway is free and it costs a mere $35 (cash
only) to take your fantastic little car for 10 trips around their
twisty course.  You will need a Snell 2005 or better approved
helmet for yourself and any passenger.  Of course you will also
need any model of car, and I do mean any model (there was a
Subaru Forester in my group when I was out there having as
much fun as any of the Corvettes).  When you aren’t running
the course, you will be working to help keep the cones in place
that get knocked down by the other group.  Bring sunscreen
and some water and be prepared for a ton of fun.
     If you are interested and have any questions, shoot me an
email at Christopher.vollmer@yahoo.com.  Even if you aren’t
sure if you want to compete, come on out and watch, or better
yet go for a ride.  Hope to see you there on the 12th.
     BTW-I made my goal in the afternoon with a 49.799.  Now if
I could only carry a little more speed through that first hairpin…

Autocross experience– cont’d

AULT PARK TRIP PICTURES



“My DIY Heat Shield 'Cool Box' by Susan Cain

Shop Talk   (It’s not just about the cars)
by Ed Kramer & Tim Howard
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It all started a while back with my wanting a little more horsepower & a 'Lamborghini rumble' from my car!

     Ed, of course, was quick to "suggest" a few modifications that could help with that! I resisted spending
the money till I test-drove Mike "Flash" Mardis's turbo-charged Miata in April, which made me decide
perhaps I could part with a few bucks for those 'mods' that Ed kept subliminally planting in my mind... So
by June, I bit the bullet & ordered a K&N air intake & Roadster Sport exhaust system to be put on my car
by the trusted & mighty gearheads of the Thursday crew, better known as the "Wizards & Oracles" of the
Miata Club that hang out at Ed's! And what a great job they did!

      So now that I had taken the plunge, I decided to do some additional research on the subject &
discovered that an open air intake really needed a heat shield to do it justice & the brain gears began to
turn! What if I fabricated one myself (seeing as how a 'store-bought' one wasn't available for my intake
model for my car)? A search for DIY heat shield cool boxes for Miatas revealed many examples! So I laid
in bed at night with designs going through my head, even turning the light back on to jot down ideas as
they came to me! Is this OCD or what!?

      Ed calls it "gearheaditis", a term I think he coined! I decided to do some measuring in my engine bay
around the air filter, taking into consideration wires, curves, dents & other parts in a possible path & drew
up a pattern.

That was then transferred to cardboard, cut out & taped
together into a possible prototype. Next came running out to
Ed's to get the 'guys' input & testing the fit into my car.

 Revisions were made & the first real metal shield was
made in aluminum flashing that Tim Howard donated. It
actually seemed possible that this thing could be pulled off!

A second model was cut out of heavier aluminum donated
by one of my neighbors with new revisions.



     Another Thursday run out to Ed's for further testing &
tweaking with input from Tim Howard, Roger Gordon, Flash
& Dale Burnside.
     Ed only helped when asked, allowing me to 'spread my
wings' & learn by doing! : )

    Finally at home, I was on my own to make this happen!
As I was under the hood of my car on the street by my
house, various neighbors stopped by to see what I was up
to & all became interested, with one even donating the
aluminum, weather stripping & insulation (from the fire
dept.)!!

    To cut to the chase, after many hours & sore fingers from using my jigsaw to cut the metal, using a vise
& angle irons to bend the metal angles, to riveting pieces together, it actually turned into a magical piece
worthy of shielding the air intake from sucking in the hot manifold air!

A little spray paint, the addition of thin insulation material & weather strip & it was done!!!

I swear it runs meaner & leaner or is that just my imagination!? I do know that
after a test spin, there was huge difference in the temperature between the
manifold side & the air intake side! So... mission accomplished & what great
fun it was!!
    And to think this all started by  hanging out at Ed's... Be careful, be very
careful or you might get snagged in...

     BTW, I have the template (plus step-by-step instruction suggestions) for it
if anyone wants to try their hand at it. It's for a K&N 69 Series Typhoon Short
Ram Air Intake on my
2003 LS Miata, but the
template would be a
good starting point for
other models with some

adjustments, I think.

Certainly better then starting from scratch!
Give me (lawcain7@outlook.com)   or Ed a shout if
interested!
                        ZOOM ZOOM! : ))))

After three weeks of work, it is in & functioning!



The Wright Roadster is the official newsletter of the Miami Valley Miata Club. Subscriptions are available as part of membership in the club. Archived
issues,  membership applications and additional club information may be found on the club website, miamivalleymiataclub.org, or contact the membership
officer. For more information, contact the editor.
Advertising– There is no charge for members to advertise Miata related items and services.
Disclaimer: Any information contained herein is used strictly at the reader’s owner risk. The MVMC, its officers, and anybody else are not liable
for any of the material you read about and try to accomplish, which may void your warranty and/or damage your toy. Just because you read it
does not mean it works.
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Ault Park Trip By: Tim Howard

     On Sunday June 14th, at 7:15 am, 10 members of the
Miami Valley Miata Club met in the parking lot of the
Dayton Mall in front of Bravo for the purpose of
caravaning to Cincinnati for the 2015 Ault Park Concours
d’Elegance.
     After the usual drivers’ meeting, we left, and our first
stop in Cincinnati was at a shopping center in Hyde Park
where we joined our hosts from the Cincinnati Miata
Club.  There were about 20 of them, all of whom were
friendly and welcoming.  After about 40 minutes of
communing with coffee and various snacks, we as a
group made a grand entrance into Ault Park where we
parked in our designated Miata parking area, directly

across from the entrance to the Concour.
      It is worth noting that many of the thousands of visitors that day walked a mile or more from their
parking spots to get to the entrance of the show. As usual, the 200 cars in the show were very high quality,
as can be seen from the attached pictures.  As far as I was concerned, the only negative of the day was the
intense heat.
     The attendees from our club, many of whom are members of our Thursday morning shop group, were;
Tim Howard, Ed and Marilyn Kramer, Paul Haller, Mike Wheeler, Ed Walker, Dave Berry, Roger Gordon,
Berta and Denis Loyer.



Marietta Miatas trip wrap up: Chris & Donna Volmer

It was a dark and stormy night…

      Well, that may be over dramatizing things a bit, but it was definitely an overcast and threatening
morning.  The weather was somewhere in between raining and not raining without committing to either one.
We headed out on our journey with hopes that the weather would improve as we headed east.  After our
first biological break near Chillicothe, we turned off toward some of the curvy state routes I had laid out
near Hocking Hills.  Mostly tops up and dodging the occasional spitting rain, we took it slow but still enjoyed
some twisties on our way to Lake Hope Lodge for our lunch
break.

     A nice meal with good friends and lots of laughs made up
for the gloomy weather.  After a very enjoyable lunch and
some tasty Three-Berry Cobbler for dessert (yum), we again
took to the winding state routes.  A final pit-stop at Burr Oak
Lodge and we were on our way down the lower half of the
infamous Triple Nickel.  The skies actually started to clear up,
so we had our tops down now.  With some sun peeking
through the clouds and relatively dry roads we were able to
push our eager roadsters a little and ended up with a nice
drive down the final leg towards the charming town of
Marietta.
      After checking in to the hotel, we made our way
downtown for a lovely dinner at the Marietta Brewery.  Inevitably, the rain caught up to us and was really
coming down now, but again the camaraderie and abundant laughter made up for the uncooperative
weather.  Back at the hotel, we all met in the lounge area to watch the USA Women win their soccer match
against China, and we all turned in hoping the weather would improve overnight.
     Apparently, Mother Nature doesn’t own a Miata.  A fairly steady drizzle was falling and the radar didn’t
look good.  After breakfast, we decided to cut it short and head home.  There was a lull in the rain, so we
were able to explore some more of the curves I found for the trip home, rather than go Interstate the entire
way.  I was pleasantly surprised by the roads and the scenery, as I had never been down most of them
before, only having seen them on a map.    A final enjoyable pit stop for lunch and we headed home.
     Despite the weather and having to cut the weekend short, this trip was the most fun I’ve had so far this
year.  The roads were great, but more importantly the company was absolutely outstanding.  I appreciate
everybody’ flexibility when it came to the weather.

     Rain or shine, Donna and I truly had
a great time and we really appreciate
our fun loving friends and hope they
enjoyed the shortened weekend as
much as we did.

 Hopefully, Mother Nature gets a deal
on a new 2016 soft top and gives us all
a break the rest of the summer.
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London Cobra Show  By: Tim Howard

     On Saturday morning, June 27th, after a one hour delay to allow the rain to pass thru London, Ohio, 8
MVMC members met at the Bob Evans in Xenia for breakfast, conversation, and a drivers’ meeting before
we left for The London Cobra Show.
      Our timing was excellent as we were dry for the entire trip.  Unfortunately, it was a little chilly for the 45
minute drive north on Route 42, so most of us had our tops up.  When we got there, the show was in
progress and the streets of downtown London were filled with colorful Cobras from all over the United
States and Canada (I suspect there were well over 100).  There is probably not another event in the world
where you can see this many Cobras at one time, each unique.
     There were numerous Cobra-related vendors there with excellent displays and, at the south end of
Main Street, there was a band playing and various food vendors that all added to the carnival atmosphere.
The one negative about the trip was that the organizers had changed the concession that offered 1/8 mile
blasts up Main Street to visitors willing to pay $25.00 to ride in a Cobra.
      In past years, this was a very popular event for passengers and spectators, and I dare say a big
money maker for Cystic Fibrosis.  This year’ newly-imposed 35 mph speed limit turned it into a non-event.
What a shame.    Participants in this year’ trip were: Doug Snyder, Jeanne and Roger Gordon, Ed Kramer,
Tim Howard, Dale Burnside, Larry Roberts and Marilyn Rodney. Enclosed are some pictures of the event.



MARK YOUR CALENDARS

FOR NEXT YEAR’S 4TH
THIS IS BECOMING AN ANNUAL EVENT

THE 4TH OF JULY PARADE


